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Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Anchi Cheng
Category:
Target version: Appion/Leginon 3.3
Affected Version: Appion/Leginon 3.2
Show in known bugs: No

Description
Appion database record particle coordinates in integer. Need conversion.

Associated revisions
Revision 180aa42c - 07/08/2017 12:55 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5072 handle float particle coordinates

Revision 17a63612 - 07/11/2017 12:24 AM - Anchi Cheng
leginon and pyscope changes for refs #5060, #5067, #5070, #5072 and #5078

History
#1 - 02/02/2018 08:02 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

Need with automated picker result upload